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THE SOLVENZ GROUP LAUNCHES THE SOLVENZ ENERGY & PETROLEUM
ASSET-BACKED LENDING PLATFORM
LUXEMBOURG – The Solvenz Group announces the launching of Solvenz Energy & Petroleum Series LLC
(Solvenz E&P), asset backed lending platform operating in the US and Canada. Solvenz E&P, through its
bankruptcy remote special purpose series of companies will provide non-recourse financing and are
underwriting collateral in the form of Proved Developed Producing (PDP), Proved Developed NonProducing (PDNP), and Proved Undeveloped Producing (PUD) oil and natural gas reserves.
Solvenz E&P will identify, underwrite and issue senior debt against PDP, PDNP, and PUD reserves with
intent on creating large diversified pools of rated asset backed loans. Technological advances and rigorous
analytical studies have markedly reduced historical uncertainties associated with the quantification and
production of proved oil and natural gas reserves in the US and Canada. Solvenz E&P has addressed certain
key risks central to oil and natural gas exploration, development, and production, and has ascertained a
degree of underwriting and pricing inefficiency within the bank, mezzanine and equity markets actively
deploying capital into loan facilities intent on lending against proved reserves. Solvenz E&P has engineered
solutions for inefficiencies it has identified, and has launched a lending platform yielding results that bring
forward the realization of superior, risk-adjusted returns on its risk capital while simultaneously increasing
the collateral value of proved reserves. As a result, Solvenz E&P is squarely positioned to offer financing
solutions to operators, owners and those looking to either acquire or divest from PDP, PDNP, and PUD
reserves. With its asset backed lending structure, Solvenz E&P’s exposure is limited to technical reserve
and operator risk only. To achieve this, Solvenz E&P focuses on studies of underlying well data, well
geographical locations, well concentration risk, continuity of historical production data and reserve reports
for its underwriting protocols.
Richard D. McCrea, Managing Director, Asset Risk Analysis and Valuation of Solvenz E&P U.S. and Canadian
territories, says, "This is a cooperative strategy to blend actuarial science with risks inherent in asset backed
fixed income investing. Traditional capital markets (bank, mezzanine and equity) currently accessing this
space are opportunistically choosing their position on the risk spectrum and offering pricing efficiency only
in narrow ranges using collateral valuation and loan advance calculation methodologies that have
remained static for the last 50-plus years. Our financing structure has the bandwidth to provide low cost
debt financing that can be utilized for oil and gas asset acquisitions, refinancing existing debt, and funding
for ongoing reserve development and exploration initiatives, while at the same time cutting a clear path
for Solvenz to formulate risk mitigated solutions and secure collateral strategies engineered to provide
stable growth for its investments."
Solvenz E&P and its SPV subsidiaries expect to issue senior debt in excess of $350,000,000 for 2014,
$700,000,000 for 2015, and $1,000,000,000+ for 2016. Solvenz E&P, together with its producers, advisors

and investment bankers, believe this is a conservative projection. Solvenz E&P is pursuing investment
grade ratings on its pool of loans from rating agencies such as S&P, Moody’s and Fitch.
J.E. (Jack) Meyer, Chairman of Tethys Trading, LLC, a $2,000,000,000-plus annual revenue-producing
energy trading platform, comments, “The potential LTV and rate characteristics of this funding structure
has the recipe to fundamentally transform the energy lending space and provide access to capital for
acquirers, owners and operators with $25mm+ of PDP reserves. Furthermore, by having the option to
factor p1, p2 and p3 reserves in the actuarial analysis, the resulting advance rates can provide over and
above development capital”
Michael L. Davis, Managing Director of Stern Brothers & Co., LLC an investment bank and financial advisory
firm specializing in fixed income securities and bond issuance, further commented that, “Not only do we
see the prospective benefits to E&P companies for the Solvenz oil and gas asset-backed lending program,
but the risk mitigant strategies of the product provide a compelling value proposition to the associated
debt instruments that will be attractive to traditional fixed-income investors.”
ABOUT SOLVENZ
The U.S. Solvenz Group of companies in was formed in 2008 with initiatives of de-risking investments in
alternative asset classes in domestic and foreign territories. The Solvenz Group of companies, along with
its regulated investment funds in Luxembourg, are postured for strong growth and are continually
expanding its reach into other esoteric asset classes. Solvenz attributes its success and growth to ongoing
rigorous analytical studies and effective de-risking solutions. For more information, visit www.solvenz.com.
THE STATEMENTS INCLUDED IN THIS NEWS RELEASE, CONCERNING PREDICTIONS OF ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE AND MANAGEMENT'S PLANS AND OBJECTIVES CONSTITUTE FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS MADE, PURSUANT TO THE SAFE HARBOR PROVISIONS OF SECTION 21E OF THE SECURITIES
EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934, AS AMENDED, AND SECTION 27A OF THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1934, AS
AMENDED. THESE STATEMENTS INVOLVE RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES THAT COULD CAUSE ACTUAL
RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM THE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. FACTORS WHICH COULD
CAUSE OR CONTRIBUTE TO SUCH DIFFERENCES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, ECONOMIC
DOWNTURNS AFFECTING THE OPERATIONS OF THE COMPANY OR ANY OF ITS BUSINESS OPERATIONS,
THE IMPACT OF COMPETITION, THE SUCCESS OF PRODUCTS IN THE MARKETPLACE. THE FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS NEWS RELEASE INVOLVE SUBJECTS ONLY AS OF THE DATE
HEREOF AND THE COMPANY DISCLAIMS ANY INTENT OR OBLIGATION TO UPDATE THESE FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS, EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY LAW.

